Department of Economics, Engineering, Society and Business Organization (DEIM)
Subject areas:
- Economics, business administration & quantitative methods
- Engineering
- Sociology, history & political sciences

International research: 5 Horizon 2020 projects (2016-2022)

Double degree programs for incoming students for Masters in Marketing and Management & Finance: Russia, Armenia (in progress), Albania (planned)
There are four courses in the Business Administration Bachelor:

1. Management
2. Banking e Finance
3. Profession and Business Consulting
4. Economy of the Sea and of Commerce

Duration: 3 years

adarcangelis@unitus.it
1. Administration, Finance and Control:
   - Administration and Control; -Finance; Quantitative Methods and Economic Analysis. correani@unitus.it
2. Marketing and Quality c.silvestri@unitus.it
3. Economics and Communication for Management and Innovation giulioguarini@unitus.it  This course is entirely in English language
4. Circular Economy LM-76: enricomosconi@unitus.it
   - Green
   - Blue
   This course is entirely in English language.
   Duration: 2 years
Engineering-bachelor

1. Industrial Engineering L-09 [andrea.facci@unitus.it](mailto:andrea.facci@unitus.it)
2. Design for sustainable industry and the territory L-04 [marco.marconi@unitus.it](mailto:marco.marconi@unitus.it)
Duration: 3 years

Engineering-Master level

Mechanical Engineering LM-33 [gianluca.rubino@unitus.it](mailto:gianluca.rubino@unitus.it)
Duration: 2 years
Political Sciences L-36 Bachelor

Political sciences and International Relations
There are two curricula:
1. Political Science
2. Investigation and Security
Duration: 3 years
sacca@unitus.it

Political Sciences LM-62 Master level

Political Science, International Security Studies And Public Communication
There are two curricula:
1. Political sciences and Public Communication
2. Investigation for National and International Security
Duration: 2 years
branca@unitus.it
How to study?

**Most** classes are taught in **Italian**. However, teaching options for foreign students include:

- **a)** Video lessons + teaching material in English or French (16 hours) + exam in English/French Language [available for some classes: check on the website]
- **b)** **Degree courses in English**: Circular Economy; Economics and Communication for Management and Innovation [all classes are taught in English language]
- **c)** **International Summer School on ‘European and International Studies’** in English/French (with **Université Côte d’Azur**) [planned in 2022]
• Economics, Management, and Quantitative Methods (PhD)
• Engineering for Energy and Environment (PhD)
• Economics and Welfare Management (MSc)
• Promotion of the Food and Wine Industry (MSc)
• Crime science, investigation and security (MSc)
Who to contact?

International activities: giulioguarini@unitus.it
Erasmus+ activities: branca@unitus.it
Erasmus+ Dept. office: erasmus.deim@unitus.it
Other activities: deim@unitus.it
Website: www.deim.unitus.it
Phone: +39 0761 357716